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Possible Topics for Midterm Examination in ECON 306, Spring 2016 

 

I Markets, Prices and Market Equilibrium 

Relative prices are key to trade theories; prices are not so simple as many types 
of prices exist; local goods preferred over foreign goods due to information 

asymmetry 

 

 Types of prices: spot, future, consumer durables, warranties, hedonic prices 

 Information asymmetry and the “lemons” problem: the trust problem 

 

II Smithian Economics and Welfare Gains from Trade 

Specialization and division of labour depends on the size of the market; barriers 
to entry into markets impair economic activity; free and unfettered trade raises 

consumer welfare; Mercantilism is wrong; labour theory of value 

 

 The invisible hand principle: critique of government regulation, anti-Mercantilism 

 Labour theory of value, specialization and division of labour and the extent of the 
market: static and dynamic gains due to trade 

 Welfare gains from trade, the trade triangle, and the difference between the 
international terms of trade and the autarky terms of trade 

 The terms of trade have not been favourable to primary product exporters over the 
20th century: entry costs and fluctuations in raw material prices: lower entry costs for 
suppliers of raw materials than for setting up manufacturing 

 Consumers always benefit from trade but some producers (and their suppliers of the 
factors of production used in their enterprises) may be made worse off  

 The Dutch Disease problem: economic and political 
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III Ricardian Comparative Advantage 

Comparative advantage, not absolute advantage, deters trade patterns; 
repealing the Corn Laws in Britain’s interests; labour theory of value; tendency 

for wages to converge under comparative advantage trade 

 

 A “2 by 2 by 1” system with one factor of production, labour 

 The logic of specialization and division of labour – comparative advantage and wage 
“convergence” in an economy: extension of the logic developed by Adam Smith 

 Comparative advantage in international trade: even if  one country is more efficient in 
all sectors because relative efficiency varies across its sectors the country benefits from 
carrying on trade with a trading partner in which efficiency in every sector is inferior to 
the more efficient country 

 

IV Heckscher-Ohlin Theory 

Adjusting trade theory for a world with an industrial core engaging in intra-
industry trade within the core, carrying on comparative advantage inter-
industry trade with a periphery region; two or three factors of production 

included in analysis; 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of trade  

 

 Core and periphery: differences in factor intensity and the capital-labour ratio 

 Efficiency: two types depending on whether we assume fixed factor proportions (fixed 
engineering coefficients for industrial production functions) or isoquants incorporating 
substitution of capital for labour (capital-land for labour) 

 The changing terms of trade as a result of industrialization: the decline in the relative 
price of iron and steel during the 19th century 

 Assumptions of the theory: price-taking perfect competition in markets (no monopoly, 
oligopoly, monopolistic competition, no mandated price setting by central planners), 
no unemployment, capital can be substituted for labour in production, no 
international migration of the factors of production, common preferences understood 
in terms of Engels law for consumption 
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 The rental cost of capital (real return to capital) and the capital-labour ratio in the 
Solow model 

 Graphical demonstration of the theory: convergence in the wage to rental cost on 
capital for relatively similar countries whose capital-labour ratios are not too different 
(analogue to wage convergence in Ricardian trade model) 

 Comparative advantage inter-industry trade versus intra-industry trade 

 Samuelson-Stolper theorem: why factors used intensively in the production of an 
import-competing good or service resist free trade in the industry they are employed 
in (typically labour particularly unskilled labour) 

 

V Alternative Theories of Trade 

Alternative theories of trade abandon the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin 
trade model (monopolistic competition; imperialism; the international flow of 

labour; the product cycle) 

 

V.A Vent for surplus [h and e(h) respond to new opportunities; ditto for quality of land] 

V.B Product Cycle: Flying geese pattern of trade 

V.C Monopolistic Competition and the Gravity Model 

 Monopolistic competition is not monopoly: high barriers to entry, competition 
amongst a few unit cost suppliers, advertising and practices designed to encourage 
consumer loyalty 

 Scale economies: internal to manufacturing firms 

 Geographic scale economies: information, capital supply, raw material and  energy 
costs lower per firm in concentrated industries – creates barriers for countries lacking 
industrial belts 

 Gravity equation for trade  

 Justification for short-run policies designed to protect domestic manufacturing until 
domestic companies can reach low enough unit costs to compete internationally 

V.D Prebisch/Singer theory of international terms of trade: high wages in industrial core 
drive up prices of manufactures on international markets; new synthetic products 
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undercut demand for raw materials; argument for import substitution in industrial 
products. 

V.E Leninist theory: Imperialism and monopoly capitalism as the highest stage of 
capitalism; under-consumption and declining rate of profit in advanced countries 
promotes colonialism and imperialism. 

V.F Arthur Lewis theory of international economic order: two great migration streams out 
of Eurasian land mass to frontiers – high wage stream to Western offshoots that 
eventually impose restrictions on immigration, denying entry to people coming from 
India, China and Japan; low wage stream flowing into the tropics (at low wages 
reflecting existence of surplus labor in these labour supply countries). Using Ricardian 
logic the labor supply sets the terms of trade between raw materials/foodstuffs 
coming from tropics/periphery and manufacturing coming from core. 

 

 


